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The Seven Signs of a Changing Economy™ 
 

“What to look for, where to find it and what to do when you see trends 
changing!” 

As of April 2015 
 

Summary 

 
As I reviewed the data flow for this month’s issue of The Seven 
Signs of a Changing Economy™ I couldn’t help but notice the  
same thing you will notice as you read this month’s issue below. 
What I observed was each sign had at least one not-so-great  
number in the data set.  “Not-so-great” doesn’t mean bad, but it  
also doesn’t mean great! 
 
My personal conclusion as I read my own comments to complete this month’s 
summary was twofold: 
 
First, in Sign #6 (S&P 500 Earnings per Share) I use the 2015 full-year earnings 
to estimate Fair Market Value (FMV) via our usual “Rule of 20” calculation.  The 
current reading, as you will see, is that the current S&P 500 level of 2,066.96 (as 
of 4/2/2015) is approximately 11.80% below fair market value.  I would be willing 
to accept a return of 11.80% for 2015 if it played out that way! 
 
This begs the question: has the stock market, which in and of itself is a leading 
indicator, discounted some “event”?  Which caused me to jump to my second 
conclusion, also a question.  The question?  Are we in a “Minsky moment”?  
Some of our readers might recall that economist Hyman Minsky wrote a great 
deal about how periods of economic stability lead to instability.  Stability causes 
investors to gain more confidence, and in that confident state of mind take on 
more debt.  Then with the risky structure of more debt make riskier and riskier 
investments.  Of course, some of the risky investments fail, the debt blows up, 
causing instability. Rinse and repeat.  So, here are the cross currents subset in 
each of the Seven Signs.   
 
Sign #1:  Consumer spending has weakened, but then again winter was brutal. 
 
Sign #2:  Money flowed out of Corporate America and into fixed income, which is 
at a nearly 3x higher valuation.  But, Corporate America completed $100 billion in 
acquisitions…in one day! 
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Sign #3:  The Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) are flat, i.e. not a super strong 
outlook, but “not that bad”! 
 
Sign #4:  Jobs creation tanked!  But, one month is not a trend and with all the 
new homes sold, inventory must get built back up.  Remember, new home sales 
create one-third of all new jobs. 
 
Sign #5:  Durable Goods sales stink.  Again, a brutal winter and these are 
purchases that can easily be delayed.  Do these rebound when “spring zings”? 
 
Sign #6:  The earnings of Corporate America are slowing in growth.  Both energy 
related and affected by the U.S. dollar going up, versus other currencies.  But, 
they are still up and both revenue and earnings remain at all-time highs!  So, 
hmmm! 
 
Sign #7:  All the goods and services sold by the U.S. annualized at +2.20% in 
2014.  Down from +4.96% annualized growth as we left 3Q2014, ugh!  But, up 
from -2.94% annualized contraction as we left 1Q2014.  Wow! 
 
So, are these cross-currents already priced in to valuations by the market 
participants at the -11.80% to FMV because there might be a “Minsky moment” 
just around the very next corner?!  I don’t think so. 
 
I am more than willing to change my mind if the trends turn against this line of 
thinking, i.e. both the trend in market valuations (which remains up) and in the 
Fed keeping interest rates at “reasonable” levels. 
 
As a social scientist I observe new car tags, homes sold baby buggies and little 
kids everywhere.  All of which require huge amounts of consumer spending.  For 
now, I am sticking to the reality that winter put a “hold” on consumer and 
business spending, but the economy is about to be taken off the “winter hold” 
and personally I think, is about to be replaced with the “spring zing”! 
 
This month’s Seven Signs are updated below.  As always, I have added some 
unique insight with my comments.  Just scroll down to view these now. 
 
Your thoughts, comments and discussion are welcome.  Please call me at 303-
933-2107 or e-mail me at Jlunney@wealthstratgroup.com. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
James O. Lunney, CFP®, CEP 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER Professional 
Certified Estate Planner 
 
The Wealth Strategies Group was founded by James O. Lunney under the 
guiding principle that comprehensive wealth counseling combined with 

mailto:Jlunney@wealthstratgroup.com
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independent investment advice will provide high net worth clients with complete 
trust in our competence, execution and integrity. 
 
P.S. Please join me for our monthly conference call on The Seven Signs of 
a Changing Economy.  You have the option of calling in or listening live for free 
from your computer.  To call in, simply dial 347-826-7481.  There is no access 
code needed.  To listen live from your computer, go to our website, 
www.wealthstratgroup.com, and click on the “LISTEN LIVE” button on the home 
page.  You will be sent directly to our page on the Blog Talk Radio website and 
you can click on the link there.  Instead of having a live Q & A session at the end 
of the call, you can now e-mail your question to me prior to the call at 
JLunney@wealthstratgroup.com and I will address them after my commentary on 
The Seven Signs of Economic Change. 
 
The call is always on the first Thursday of each month at 1:00 p.m. 
MST/3:00 p.m. EST, unless otherwise noted.  Please mark your calendar to 
join me for the next call on Thursday, May 7, 2015. 
 
We encourage you to invite people from your family, work and social circle to join 
in the call.  Just forward my e-mail notification to your e-mail list.  It is very timely 
information and in the volatile investment environment a second opinion may be 
greatly appreciated in these uncertain times. 

 
 

1) Indicator: Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) 
 Where to find it: www.bea.gov 
 What to look for: Consumer spending increases or decreases for three 

consecutive months 

 
(Positive) 
Let’s start with the data on this most important sign, as Consumer Spending is 
approximately 70% of all the goods and services consumed in our U.S. economy.  
 
The total amount of goods and services consumed last month was -.1%.  Any 
contraction in this important part of our economy gets a great deal of attention 
from economists and business press, as well it should. 
 
However, along the way adjustments do get made as the data flow completes 
itself.  For example, December of 2014 PCE was also reported as -.1%, but has 
been updated to +.1%.  As you would expect the net increase of .2% went 
unreported in any of the news sources that I saw. 
 
I like trends!  Trends tend to smooth out the volatility of data points that do get 
adjusted as the data flow completes.  That said, the trend is that consumer 
spending, as measured by Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) in Sign 
#1, has been up every month since…April of last year.  As a side note, April 2013 
posted a 0% for the month of April. 
 

http://www.wealthstratgroup.com/
mailto:JLunney@wealthstratgroup.com
http://www.bea.gov/
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So, I think there are quite a few conclusions to be made: 
 

1) -.1% is not a large number. 
2) This data does get adjusted at a later date and I would suggest this 

number will be adjusted upward. 
3) The month of April tends to be one of the flatter spending months. 
4) Consumers have been increasing savings from each gas pump visit. 
5) When the snow melts enough that they can see their yard, car, mall, 

etc… 
 
They will be buying new cars, decks, lawns, trees and stuff for the multi-year 
record sales of new and existing homes they have been buying…Spring will Zing! 
 
There can be a 30, 60, 90 day lag in some of this data getting to its final reporting 
form, but I will be watching the trend and will be very surprised if the trend is 
anything less than positive. 
 
Sign #1 remains positive. 

 

2) Indicator: Institutional Money Flow 
 Where to find it: www.wordenbrothers.com or 

www.barrons.com/convictionoftraders 
 What to look for: Increasing or decreasing prices on high volume of large 

block trades 

 
(Positive) 
It doesn't get discussed much around the investment campfire, but patience is a 
very key part of your investment plan! 
  
As I have written here many times before, selling fear to people is really easy 
because we humans are hard wired to protect ourselves from that saber tooth 
tiger that is right around the next corner! 
  
At The Wealth Strategies Group, we have a plan for each of the clients who have 
entrusted their hard earned assets to our oversight.  We have a very unique tool 
that measures each client’s progress toward their goals.  As the advisors who 
oversee the hundreds of millions of dollars entrusted to us, we have created 
systems, processes and tools to take action if and when needed, just like when 
we went to cash in late September 2008.  This is comforting and allows us to 
have patience. 
  
So, I have to admit I laughed out loud, and I was alone, when I read the money 
flow detail that we track in Sign #2 of our Seven Signs of a Changing Economy!  
Per Lipper U.S. Fund Flows report for March 2015, dated 4/2/2015, sales of 
funds holding the (stocks) of Corporate America SOLD $1.607 BILLION dollars 
and BOUGHT $4.10 TRILLION of fixed income (bonds). 
  

http://www.wordenbrothers.com/
http://www.barrons.com/convictionoftraders
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This is raw “fear-based” selling of the perceived "RISKY" investment and buying 
the perceived "SAFE" investment. 
  
But the fact is investment risk can be measured based on what the investment is 
expected to earn back for you over time.  This is not my opinion.  It is a widely 
accepted risk measuring tool we the call “Price to Earnings Ratio”, which is the 
valuation ratio of a company’s current share price compared to its per-share 
earnings. 
  
In the money flow just noted above, investors were selling Corporate America, 
which has a price to earnings ratio (P/E) of 17X, in droves, to buy fixed income 
(bonds) at a P/E ratio that is a nick over 50X, as measured by the 10-year U.S. 
Treasury bond. 
  
I don't remember a time in my one third of a century in the investment business 
where people were this scared!  Folks, it has been SIX YEARS since the 
economic storm ended.  Let it go.  To sell an investment with a P/E of 17X to buy 
another at 50X is past funny, in my opinion it is just plain stupid! 
 
I suspect a large portion of this was the selling of Corporate America to pay taxes 
on 4/15/2015.  The bond inflow was likely foreign investors seeking “safe” 
investments versus those in Europe, Greece, Venezuela, Russia, et al. 
 
P.S. On March 30, 2015 I did a Google search “Corporate mergers and 
acquisitions made today” and 8 popped up and the market had yet to open! 
 
The total value of those mergers, which included the Heinz and Kraft food merger 
valued at $28 billion alone, exceeded $100 billion…for the day! 
 
That is serious money flow and you should consider what the billionaires are 
“doing”, versus “saying”, as you allocate your assets. 
 
Sign #2 remains positive.  
  

3) Indicator: Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) 
 Where to find it: www.businesscycle.com or 

www.newyorkfed.org/research/global-
economy/globalindicators.html 

 What to look for: Trends up or down for three to four months 

 
(Positive) 
The Conference Board released the Leading Economic Index report on March 
19, 2015 as +.2%! 
 
This number is a little less than normal as recovery continues, but in all fairness 
this most recent data is for February and the winter of 2014/2015 was still in full 
snowy swing.   
 

http://www.businesscycle.com/
http://www.newyorkfed.org/research/global-economy/globalindicators.html
http://www.newyorkfed.org/research/global-economy/globalindicators.html
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As mentioned in Sign #2 above, “spring will zing”, but before it can zing spring 
must be sprung from the jaws of a horrible, cold and snowy winter. 
 
As usual, the “talking heads” on our favorite news channel, beat the drum of 
economic death, to death!  However, inside the topline +.2% number seven of 
the ten Leading Economic Indicator components were positive.  More 
importantly, two of the three components that I believe affect the economic 
outlook the most were positive. 
 
The two key positive indicators: 
 
 Manufacturers’ new orders for consumer goods 
 Manufacturers’ new orders for non-defense capital goods excluding 

aircraft. 
 
Over the next few months I will be looking to see if the ISM New Orders Index 
and average weekly manufacturing hours turn in as positive contributors.  I 
personally believe they will, but what I think doesn’t matter, only the data does. 
 
We will know very soon, but for now, Sign #3 remains positive as it has been, 
and correctly so, for the last several years. 

 

4) Indicator: Employment rate and after-tax personal income 
 Where to find it: www.bls.gov 
 What to look for: A flattening, then downward trend in non-farm 

employment with a flattening to decreasing after-tax 
income would be a negative indicator.  The appropriate 
trend would, of course, be a positive trend indication 

 
(Positive) 
Let’s look at “old business” first!  Last month, based on the release date of 
Employment Situation Summary by The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), I made 
one of my educated guesses as to the number of new jobs created.  With the 
help of my calculator, I guesstimated 257,000 new jobs were created.  The actual 
was even better at 295,000.  So, I was too conservative in my last two guesses! 
 
This month jobs creation was not so good.  The new jobs created came in at 
126,000.  That is a really bad jobs report.  To add insult to injury, the Birth/Death 
model, which is a telephone survey by the government used to guess how many 
new jobs were created, but not reported via the normal reporting process, 
created 72,000 of the 126,000 new jobs.  Good or bad, the Birth/Death model 
data is generally fiction and I only include it to see “how much” fiction is in the 
headline number.  This month there is quite a bit of fiction! 
 
The result is that only 54,000 “real” jobs were created and we need to create 
100,000 just for young people entering the workforce and another 100,000 to 
rehire those laid off during the Great Recession, i.e. we need around 200,000 
new jobs per month! 

http://www.bls.gov/
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This number does not fit with other jobs creation related data and I am not sure 
as to why, at least not yet.  Example: The 4-week moving average of initial claims 
for unemployment remains flat and below the magical 300,000 level, which is 
good. 
 
Existing home sales don’t create many new jobs but sales are up 6.4% versus 
last year to 5.25 million existing home sales. 
 
Most importantly, new home sales, which create about one-third of all new jobs, 
came in over 100% higher than economists forecast. New home sales came in at 
a +7.87% increase versus the forecast 3.5%.  New home sales sit at a seven 
year high and are spiraling up.  This inventory will need to be replaced in the 
spring.  Spring is here.  There could be a few month lag in the new jobs being 
reported, but I suspect this jobs report is a victim of the really bad winter now 
turning to spring. 
 
Again, we will know very soon.  For now, Sign #4 remains positive.  

 

5) Indicator: Durable goods spending 
 Where to find it: www.census.gov/indicator/www/m3 
 What to look for: An increasing or decreasing trend, especially a trend of 

four to five months out of six would be a positive or 
negative sign 

 
(Positive) 
These long shelf-life items like non-perishable, non-fashion items are usually the 
first to show signs of a slowing economy.  Remember, these are items we can do 
without, if need be.  New orders were down -1.4% for the most recent month. 
New shipments were -.2% and have been down four of the last five months.  
Unfilled orders were reduced by -.5% and inventories increased +.3%. 
 
This is an all-around weak report.  This data does get reported later than other 
data and this detail is for the month of February 2015.  Again, think cold and 
snowy winter over a large quadrant of our country.  In addition, the durables 
report is usually volatile and subject to rather significant revisions in the data.  It 
is for this reason it makes sense to look at longer term trends. 
 
Unfortunately over the last six months the durables are reflecting a contraction of 
-3.60%!  Prior to the last six months the numbers were some of the best in 
history, so I don’t feel the need to sound the negative alarm yet.  The data for 
March will likely be negative as well!  But, as we see April, May and June report 
this data flow must get more positive, or the positive trend will have turned 
neutral to negative. 
 
For now Sign #5 is positive, but will be closely watched next quarter. 

 

6) Indicator: S&P 500 Earnings per Share growth 

http://www.census.gov/indicator/www/m3
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 Where to find it: www.standardandpoors.com 
 What to look for: Two quarters of S&P 500 earnings per-share growth, up 

being a positive trend and down being a negative trend 

 
(Positive) 
Corporate America won’t start reporting earnings for the first quarter of 2015 for 
when Alcoa leads off on April 8, 2015.  However, as reported here last month, we 
know the growth rate percentage will be reduced, but corporate earnings are still 
growing in the direction of positive. 
 
The slowing growth in earnings is related to a stronger U.S. dollar versus other 
currencies and the reduction in the earnings of energy companies.  When the 
U.S. dollar is high versus other currencies it makes U.S. goods and services 
more expensive in places like Europe, where over one-third of the earnings in the 
S&P 500 came from.  U.S. goods and services are sold in the local currency, but 
when the local currency is converted back to U.S. dollars for the purpose of 
reporting earnings, there can be a reduction caused by the dollar going up in 
value.  It is generally expected that most of the reduction in earnings will be 
absorbed in the first and second quarter of this year. 
 
Earnings of energy companies will also cause a drag on earnings in 1Q + 2Q 
2015, but are expected to firm by 3Q2015.  Full year 2015 earnings of Corporate 
America, as measured by the S&P 500, are still expected to be $126.00 per 
share (source: FACTSET 3/27/2015).  That represents an increase of +6.33% vs. 
2014 final, which is estimated to be $118.50. 
 
As a sidebar, the S&P 500 earnings per share right before the Great Recession 
started in 2007 were $82.54.  The current earnings are an increase of $35.96/per 
share and +43.56%!  However, the last time the major stock indices traded at 
these levels, the S&P 500 average earnings were $56.13/share in 2000.  You 
could reasonably argue based on actual earnings per share, that for the S&P 500 
to be at similar values would require current market values to double from current 
values. 
 
That said I will stick with our tried and true Rule of 20 to estimate Fair Market 
Value (FMV). 
 
To use the “Rule of 20” you subtract the inflation rate from 20. I will use 1.40% as 
the inflation rate.  This becomes your multiplier and is multiplied by the respective 
year’s earnings per share to calculate your estimate of Fair Market Value. 
 

 S&P 500 2015 earnings estimate = $126.00 
$126.00 x 18.6 = 2,343.60 

 
As of 4/7/2015 the S&P 500 closed at 2,076.33 (a 12.87% discount to FMV). 
 
As stated, these are “Rule of Thumb” estimates of Fair Market Value.  No one 
knows the future and that is why prudent investors build a plan around this type 

http://www.standardandpoors.com/
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of outlook.  A plan that takes into account each person’s constraints for time, risk 
and volatility. 
 
Creating and implementing these plans happens to be our specialty.  If you 
would like to have a discussion on how we could create a customized plan for 
you, just call me at 1-800-800-6364. 
 
*The Rule of 20 is in this calculation implying, and using, a price/earnings ratio.  
Thus, 18.60x the expected Earnings per Share.  Both EPS and the multiple of 
18.60 could drop.  The earnings could be reduced due to the consumers 
spending less.  The multiplier of 18.60 could drop to, say 10 for example, if 
investors were to get scared and become risk adverse.  All of a sudden 10 x 
$100 turns the 2014 FMV into 1,000 and even worse if earnings were to drop 
below the example of $100.00/share!  This is the multiplier risk and earnings risk 
I personally worry about.  It may never occur, but what an unfortunate event it 
would be if it did and we had not prepared for it as a possibility.  Thus, I am glad 
we have! 
 

 

7) Indicator: Inflation/deflation numbers 
 Where to find it: www.bls.gov/ppi/ or www.bls.gov/cpi/ 
 What to look for: An interruption to the consistent but modest increase in 

the cost we all pay for goods and services 

 
(Positive) 
The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) released the third estimate for 4Q2014 
Gross Domestic Product at +2.20%.  This means that at the end of 2014 the U.S. 
economy was growing at an annualized rate of +2.20% 
 
This is considerably lower than the annualized growth rate reported by the BEA 
as we left the 3Q2014 when it was +4.96%, but much better than 1Q2015 when 
the growth rate was a negative -2.94%. 
 
In the Consumer Price Index (CPI), which measures inflation at the household 
level, the effect of energy costs going down was very evident!  Gasoline and fuel 
oil costs were down over 32% annualized.  This reduction will pull down the 
overall GDP result, but even accounting for this the economy ended 2014 
growing at a +2.20% clip up from the 1Q2014 contraction rate of -2.94%. 
 
In the numbers I can’t help but conclude the drop in energy price has freed up 
disposable income that is being spent on other areas of the economy, think “new” 
home sales, “existing” home sales and new car sales—most always purchases 
made with a loan. 
 
Loans, i.e. borrowed money, are what gets the economy spiraling up, as we have 
revieved in these writings several times as the “fractional reserve system”. 
 

http://www.bls.gov/ppi/
http://www.bls.gov/cpi/
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There are energy cross-currents in the detail, but as noted in the other signs 
above, spring will zing these numbers to the positive, or they won’t, but I remain 
in the camp that says they will zing. 
 
Sign #7 remains positive.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 
The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not 
intended to provide specific advice for every client. 

 
All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results.  All 
indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly. 
 
•The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as 
predicted and there can be no guarantee that strategies promoted will be 
successful.  
•Stock investing involves risk including potential loss of principal 
•Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the US government as 
to the timely payment of principal and interest and, if held to maturity, offer a 
fixed rate of return and fixed principal value.  
•The Dow Jones Industrial Average is comprised of 30 stocks that are major 
factors in their industries and widely held by individuals and institutional 
investors.  
•The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization weighted index of 500 
stocks designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy 
through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all 
major industries. 
 

 


